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It is a fact that many teachers are continuously revered and loved by their past students even many years after graduation had passed, but still they don’t forget their teachers. In every place they meet, in every occasion they attended, these students continue to show courtesy and love.

What may be the reasons behind all of these situations? What are the qualities that many teachers possess? Well, they are simply the values that teachers have inculcated to their students. The values of their teachers have mold their personality which later on brought a positive, dramatic effects to their lives and eventually lead to a stronger and affectionate character.

We know that, moral values continue to last through the years. As William Matthews, a poet, puts it the fullest instruction and the fullest enjoyment are never derived from books, till we have ventilated the ideas thus obtained, in free and easy chat with others.

The teacher has so many attributes that are inculcated to the mind of the students. A good teacher is a teacher who is not easily discouraged even the pupils seem to be severely malnourished and are extremely inattentive. She makes all means possible to help the children to be gradually healthy and attentive. She makes a way if her room needs repair including the chairs, the walls and other furniture. She is good in classroom discipline and most of all she respects her students, and in return, her students respect her.

There are also inner qualities of a teacher that brings enduring success for her. She keeps her promises by living up on what she had promised. Another thing that brings enduring success to a teacher is the virtuousness to never speak ill of anyone. Most of all, she always makes it a point that she develops her mind, because she believes that in return, she can offer a life-long learning to students.
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